ISSUE ARISES

Mandatory informal resolution discussion

Resolved – both parties confirm/sign confidential resolution document within 10 days after discussion (See Clause 11.2)

Within 10 days of informal meeting, CL/Dean informs Member, in writing, of reasons for denying complaint

Unresolved

Within 10 days of receipt of CL/Dean’s letter denying complaint, Association may file a formal Step 1 grievance

Resolved – UWOFA/Admin, including griever confirm/sign confidential resolution document within 10 days after Step 1 meeting

Within 10 days from receipt of grievance, Step 1 meeting held

Unresolved

Within 10 days of meeting, CL/Dean/Designate informs Association, in writing, of reasons for denying Step 1 grievance

Step 1

Within 15 days of receipt of decision at Step 1, Association may refer grievance, in writing, to Provost (through Director of Faculty Relations)

Unresolved

Within 10 days from receipt, Provost/Designate holds Step 2 meeting. All relevant documents at or before meeting

Resolved – UWOFA/Admin, including griever, confirm/sign confidential resolution document within 10 days after Step 2 meeting

Within 10 days after Step 2 meeting, Provost/Designate informs Association, in writing, of reasons for denying Step 2 grievance

Step 2

Within 15 days from receipt of letter from Provost/Designate denying Step 2 grievance, Association may refer the grievance to an arbitrator

UNRESOLVED

FOR CL/DEAN’S OFFICE USE ONLY

*Time limits may be extended by agreement of the Parties

Step 3